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“When writing this quote about Ferràn, two 
words manifested: Classy & Gentleman.  Ferràn 
brings a gentle classiness to his appearance and 
you can feel it in his presentation of magic. Ferràn 
will fool you with his creations (keep an eye out 
for his magic with a simple card box!) and you 
will enjoy how effortless his performances 
appear!”
Jim Krenz

Quotes about Ferràn Rizo
“Ferran & Nataly Rizo came highly
recommended to me by Juan Tamariz and 
when I saw their lecture I could see why. They 
are a highly skilled and very likeable couple 
and have some wonderful routines and effects 
for members of all skill levels. I would 
recommend them for any club night!”
Steve Gore

 “Our new season started in ne style 
thanks to the enjoyable and instructive 
lecture delivered by Ferran Rizo and 
Nataly Machado, a charming Spanish 
couple who individually provided some 
splendid magic of wide appeal, with 
Ferran presenting the rst half and 
vivacious Nataly the second half of a 
memorable evening. We hope to welcome 
them again in the future”
Eddie Dawes, President of Hull 
Magicians’ Circle

“Ferran & Nataly's lecture was a joy to watch 
two people both enjoying what they do.  Great 
idea's & tricks put over with expertise. I would 
100% recommend.their lecture to any society 
looking for something different”
Paul Scott, President of Cornish 
Magical Society

The Rizo duo, the husband and wife team of 
Ferràn and Nataly, love their magic, as 
anyone watching their lecture could tell. They 
never stopped smiling and laughing as they 
showed off some clever variations of classics, 
their own card-to-box and some easy to make 
gimmicks. It would be hard not to like them. 
Ferràn is an elegant performer and has given 
thought to his own development of effects. 
Ferràn is an expert manipulator and it 
looked a treat… The lecture is just to watch 
and admire
Charlie Burgess Magic Circle 
Columnist & Media Adviser  



 “If I only had one word to dene Ferràn's magic 
would be “elegance”. Elegance in his handling, in 
his tricks, in his mise-enscene, and the way in 
which he relates with his audience. Even his  
sense of humor is elegant. If we add to this, his 
rough experience and his rst rate magic, we 
have a great magician from head to toe”
Alberto de Figueiredo, Magic Castle & 
Penguin Lecturer

“The Rizo’s paid a visit to Paisley Magic  
Circle last year. Their lecture was both 
informative and entertaining. They are a 
delight to to deal with and nothing was too 
much bother.”
Tommy Templeton, Paisley Magic 
Circle President

“Ferràn is able to communicate a 
conception of magic based on thoroughness 
in detail, in the ease and in the handling 
when he performs a trick. He has 
psychological strategy that never miss the 
reactions of spectators. His lectures, will be 
of great interest to amateurs but also to 
professional magicians, because they will 
have access to some of his tricks , taken from 
his professional repertoire. Tricks, the he 
improved, thanks to the analysis, to the 
practice, and thanks to the relation with his 
audience. I associate his magic with 
Frakson, the master whom Ferràn is 
writing a book about”
Ramón Mayrata, Spanish Magic 
Historian

“Ferràn is in love with magic, and of the masters 
of the past. His magic culture is based on a wide 
knowledge of the classic magic effects, its style, its 
essence, its techniques and its aesthetic. 
Everytime I see Ferràn, perform magic I cannot 
help thinking that he is the result of a visceral 
passion for the ne magic of the great magicians 
of the past, the result of his natural owns talents 
and a vast experience as a performer. So, we must 
celebrate that he decided to share his magic 
secrets with the magic community. Madame et 
Monsieur… FerrànRizo”
Ricardo Rodriguez, Spanish Magician 
Teacher of Tamariz School

“ F e r r a n  R i z o  l e c t u r e d  a t  t h e 
Leamington and Warwick Magic 
S o c i e t y  w i t h  N a t a l y  M a c h a d o 
Vincenti. They were very friendly 
people who not only shared their 
excellent skills and magical knowledge 
but also their passion for magic which i 
personally found extremely inspiring. 
Highly recommended”
John Needham



What is included on the lecture?

Naton: This trick will be revealed for first very time to UK magicians. The magician writes a 
prediction onto a pad, and then the spectator takes a card. When the magician reveals the pad, it 
represents the face-down card, claiming that it is the chosen card. Then the magician makes a 
magic movement and draws a card, which becomes a real card, showing that it is the selected 
card. To finish, the magician places the card into the pad, this time face-up and it becomes a real 
drawing. The magician can then tear the page from the pad and hand to spectator as a souvenir

The Three Powers: In this trick three coins clearly disappear from the magician’s hands and 
travel to inside an empty purse. At the end, when all the powers mix together, the magician 
makes the coins disappear from inside the purse and into the spectator’s hands. A very power-
ful trick for your audience.

Decreasing Deck and Card-Case: This effect was a complete sell out success on Ferràn’s 
latest UK tour. He has now remanufactured it and improved the trick further. The magician 
clearly takes the cards from a card-case and at his command the complete deck shrinks into a 
mini deck. The transformation takes place in full view of the audience and at the end of the 
routine, the deck which has shrunk into a mini one, now fits inside the mini card-case.



The clear cards: This is Ferràn version of the classic plot where three cards travel from the 
deck into a spectator packet of ten cards. A crystal clear, impossible and easy to do version. 
The cards are thought not touch, and without any strange movement they disappear from the 
deck and appear on spectator packet

The love test: Ferràn shows a pack of eight jokers and an ace of hearts that represent true love. 
He mixes the cards and invite a spectator to find the ace card, if he does, he is really in love. 
Spectator do the test in a satisfactory way but when Ferràn do it he fails. At the end he transfor-
ms all the cards in ace of hearts. 

Impromptu: Ferràn ask someone a pack of cards, then just only spread it and take one card 
without looking at it, leaving face-down on the table. Then, after a shuffle he takes the top three 
cards showing that all are different and placing face-up on the table. When he turn-up the first 
card, it results to be a jack. Then, the three cards transform into jacks. An impromptu trick with 
borrowed deck

Close-up Miser Dreams: This a close-up version of classic stage effect, the Miser Dreams. You 
will be able to make seven dollars appear from spectators’ ears, each one, in a clear way. And 
you will finish making appear two big coins. A trick that has been in Ferràn repertoire during 
years with great success, a must to see



This is a two-hour lecture, full of practical close-up magic 
with cards, coins, cups, a pad and a piece of paper. There is a 
bit of everything, and there is something for everyone at any 
skill level. The tricks presented in the lecture are taken from 
his own professional act, so it is practical magic at its very 
best, tried and tested over the years Some of the tricks will be performed by Nataly Machado. She is 

an all-round artiste that has studied theatre, music and dance and 
put all her skills at the service of Magic. She has worked on stage 
and as a close-up magician and as a co-star in the TV show In-
creíble pero Magia. She has also lectured in the UK and at the 
Magic Castle. This is a unique lecture full of new and original 
ideas

About the lecture...



Review of his last lecture tour...

The Rizo duo, the husband and wife team of Ferràn and Nataly, love their magic, as anyone watching their lecture could tell. They never 
stopped smiling and laughing as they showed off some clever variations of classics, their own card-to-box and some easy to make gimmicks. 
It would be hard not to like them.

Ferràn is an elegant performer and has given thought to his own development of effects. In his lecture notes he mentions that to make a trick 
clear, you have to study classic plots. A student of his fellow Spaniard Juan Tamariz, Ferràn says that the love relationship between magician 
and spectator has to be true, otherwise it will not work: “If you really love your spectators it will be easy.”

All the effects told a story. His version of Ace Assembly used Kings, a reduced sized card box and some simple gimmicks to tell a story about 
a king and his three sons who leave home but eventually decide to return. The most theatrical was aptly named The Theatre Play and used 
Ferràn's newly designed box, the Natur Box to switch a card very convincingly. The whole theatre was involved in a story about a man caught 
in a storm. He survived. Next Nataly bounded onto the stage, laughing and squealing, and used the box to switch a bank note and then pre-
dict its numbers. The cleverness of the box design and its secret would seem to make it easy to use so that the concentration can be on the 
presentation.

The cleanest routine was Ferràn's Chop Cup. The use of his body and his movement to misdirect at the appropriate moment was explained 
well and showed his thoughtful approach. The gimmicked velvet bag made an unusual �nal load. Cards, a cup and coins to �nish. Three 
coins appeared from a frame of a purse, disappeared and then appeared again. There was not time to see how this was done but Ferràn is an 
expert manipulator and it looked a treat. In his lecture notes he admitted that Musical Coins was not easy to perform but that if you dared to 
master it, you would have a fantastic piece of magic. This correspondent will, I think, be happy just to watch and admire.

Charlie Burgess Magic Circle Columnist & Media Adviser

www.ferranrizo.comFacebook.com/ferranrizo

Instagram.com/ferran_rizo

YouTube.com/ferranrizo

Twitter.com/ferran_rizo
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